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Details of Visit:

Author: Fossil Fuel
Location 2: Sw6
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 15/08/06 13:00
Duration of Visit: 4 Hours
Amount Paid: 600
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.eleanoraston.com/

The Premises:

Her apartment ? very well presented, clean, tidy, tastefully decorated, in what felt a very safe area
about 5 minutes stroll from the nearest Tube station.

The Lady:

Delicately petite, deliciously attractive and most decidedly sexy Eleanor is a true
redhead/strawberry blonde to boot ? everything matches. The many pictures on her stylish website
and chatty Blog offer but a tantalising glimpse of her features ? she really is very pretty, has a fine
eye for detail and knows exactly how to entice! Intelligent and well travelled Eleanor is enormously
good fun.

The Story:

This was my first encounter with a ?London Lady?, and if Eleanor is at all representative of their ilk
then I will have to visit our capital city more often. But it would be very unfair to categorise Miss
Aston as merely representative, she is very much her own lady.

I had tried to arrange an appointment on a couple of earlier occasions and so was delighted when
we were at last both ?free? on the same day. The arrangements, culminating in a couple of text
messages giving her address and accurate directions, were handled in an efficient, friendly, often
flirtatious manner and were all very much part of the fun. Pitching up a few minutes early I was
greeted by Eleanor wearing a welcoming smile and a ?little black dress? with a zipper at the front
undone just enough to be interesting, and just short enough to become even more interesting as we
sat on her capacious sofa. After chatting over a couple of soft drinks, Eleanor asked if I wanted to
go through with the appointment ? well of course I did! So, formalities dispensed with, she led me to
her softly lit and mood enhancing bedroom that has one wall completely mirrored.

Eleanor is quite a responsive lady who delivers her advertised services with skill, enthusiasm and a
good degree of gusto. Although I didn?t notice it at the time, on reflection she was very much in
control of proceedings ? not at all meant as a criticism. She deep French kisses; offers lots of eye
contact; is fit, lithe and very supple; likes to tease and is equally happy to be teased gently in return;
purrs away contentedly becoming quite vocal at times and is rather animated at the height of her
passion bucking around like a young bronco ? several opportunities to become unsaddled if you?re
not careful. I don?t quite know how, but Eleanor managed to elicit more, and longer, performances
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from me than I have managed during one afternoon for a good few years. She also provided a
skilled and most relaxing back massage between the first couple of rounds - perhaps that was part
of the secret.

We concluded matters pretty much on time and, following a quick shower, I left fully satisfied and in
very contented mood. I would have had a spring in my step had I the energy left having been
treated to an afternoon of the most enjoyable ?fun and frolics? (to pinch a tagline Eleanor
sometimes uses). An encounter I would repeat without a moment?s hesitation and one I cannot
recommend highly enough.
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